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Snap Spirit Level (I) into holes on Wall Template (G).

Remove Top of iPad enclosure and set aside.

Use four M5 socket head screws (B) attaching bottom of iPad enclosure to stand using Hex key (C).

C. Insert iPad. Use extra foam pads (E) for iPad 2.

B. Align iPad speaker and charge port to slots in enclosure.

A. Rotate enclosure to horizontal position.

B. Close top. Charge cord may be looped over lock before closing.

D. Push to lock enclosure.

Snap Spirit Level (I) into holes on Wall Template (G).

B. Align iPad speaker and charge port to slots in enclosure.

A. Rotate enclosure to horizontal position.

B. Close top. Charge cord may be looped over lock before closing.

D. Push to lock enclosure.

Attach the base to the bottom of the post assembly using the supplied flat head screws (C) and allen wrench (D).

If necessary, use the open ended wrench to tighten or loosen the nut on the back of the bracket.

This will increase or decrease the stiffness of the bracket’s pitch, and can be used to make it more or less difficult to change the angle of the attached snap frame or tablet holder.

Move the thumb tab to the open position (shown) to adjust the height of the stand.

When the desired height is reached, move the thumb tab back into the closed position to lock the height of the stand in place.

Note: The snap frame has been removed from this picture for simplicity.

The holes in the bracket at the top of the stand are threaded to accept M5 screws. Use these holes to mount tablet holders or other accessories to the stand. Use the appropriately sized hardware included with those items.

*Snap frames vary in size and may not be included if product is purchased with a separate tablet holder. For simplicity, those attachments are not shown on this sheet.